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Final Scope

INTRODUCTION

The Town of Smithtown is proposing to adopt the 2020 Comprehensive Plan (“Comprehensive Plan or
“Proposed Action”) and has determined that a Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement (DGEIS)
will be prepared to assess the potential for significant adverse impacts associated with its adoption. This
is the Final 1 Scope of Work document that has been prepared pursuant to the requirements of the State
Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) and its implementing regulations at 6 NYCRR Part 617 to
outline the environmental topics to be assessed and methodologies that will be utilized to prepare the
DGEIS.
The 2020 Comprehensive Plan and original Draft Scope for the DGEIS were released to the public on
December 15, 2020, and since that time, many comments from the public have been received on both
documents. Regarding the Comprehensive Plan, the Town of Smithtown conducted community outreach
meetings and received verbal, written and emailed comments from the public on its policies. Following
consideration of comments, the Town adopted a Draft Comprehensive Plan Amendment on June 8,
2021 that contains changes to the Comprehensive Plan polices based on community input.
In addition, the public comment period on the original Draft Scope was open from December 17, 2020
through January 22, 2021; copies of written correspondence including the comment letters received on
the original Draft Scope received are attached as Appendix A. This Final Scope includes updates that
have been made to the original Draft Scope to reflect changes based on the Amendment, from public
comments received on the original Draft Scope and based on comments received on the Revised
Draft Scope.
A brief review of the several common themes provided in the public comments on the original Draft Scope
is summarized below along with a brief discussion where changes have been made to this Revised Draft
Scope. Many of the comments received emphasized the need to do analyses that were already included
in the Draft Scope for the DGEIS and have therefore not resulted in changes.
o

Cumulative Impacts: Several commenters on the Draft Scope noted that cumulative impacts must
be analyzed in the DGEIS. The original Draft Scope identified an analysis framework that
considers cumulative impacts by its design. Specifically, the development of a build out scenario
associated with the Comprehensive Plan addresses the potential for cumulative impacts from the
series of projects that may be developed in the future with the Comprehensive Plan in place,
which is consistent with the cumulative analysis required in a GEIS. This framework also includes
the development of a Future Without the Project condition for assessment; this will review how
existing projects (for example, Gyrodyne) are related to and may have the potential for impacts
within the same disciplines studied for the Comprehensive Plan policies. References to clarify
where the potential for cumulative impacts will be discussed in the DGEIS are now included in
this Revised Draft Scope.

o

Traffic Study Approach: Several commenters proffered that the traffic study should be expanded
to include additional roadways, and that it was not scoped to take the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic into account. The traffic analyses will estimate traffic potentially generated by the
Comprehensive Plan’s recommended zoning changes and will identify the potential for significant
adverse impacts associated with cumulative growth (i.e. that associated with the Comprehensive
Plan policies and without its implementation due to background growth and existing projects). The
original Draft Scope identified four intersections for quantitative study that were chosen to inform

1 This Final Scope has been prepared to be consistent with changes to the Draft Comprehensive Plan as adopted via the June 8,
2021 Comprehensive Plan Amendment and based on comments received on the original and Revised Draft Scope. Bold and
double underline text throughout this document indicate where updates have been made to the Revised Draft Scope to changes
made and responses to public comments received on the Revised Draft Scope.
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additional Town-wide qualitative assessments of traffic issues. If potential significant adverse
impacts are identified, that finding would trigger the identification of representative mitigation.
Mitigation measures could include requirements for future traffic studies as recommended zoning
changes or developments associated with the Comprehensive Plan policies are being
implemented. Edits to the Transportation section were made to clarify these methods.
o

Natural Resources and Water Resources: Many of the comments noted the potential for impacts
to water resources, including water usage, and the potential for exacerbation of nitrogen pollution
to Long Island waterbodies and groundwater resources. To the extent that recommended zoning
changes have the potential to impact water and wastewater demand, analyses and appropriate
infrastructure and policy approaches needed to address these potential impacts will be presented
in the DGEIS. With respect to natural resources, no changes to existing protections are currently
proposed and therefore changes to this scope were not made.

o

Gyrodyne Project: Several comments either directly mentioned or referred to the potential for
impacts associated with the Gyrodyne project. The Gyrodyne project has undergone its own
SEQRA review and the DGEIS will rely on the analyses contained within the Gyrodyne EIS to
facilitate assessment of how that project will interact with the Comprehensive Plan polices and
potentially associated development. The Comprehensive Plan Amendment is reflective of the
Town’s current policies with respect to Gyrodyne.

The comment period on the Revised Draft Scope was open from June 8, 2021- July 9, 2021 and
one comment letter was received (see Appendix B). This letter primarily contained comments
pertinent to the policies contained within the Draft Comprehensive Plan itself and will be
considered in the continued development of the Plan. Some of the comments related to the DGEIS
including how land use change would potentially impact the Town’s existing residents, historical
resource protections, and concerns regarding changes to noise, traffic and air quality. Generally,
each of these matters will be addressed in the DGEIS and the scope of analysis presented was
therefore not substantively altered. A summary of the comment themes and anticipated DGEIS
approach is below:
•

Land Use Change and Neighborhood Character: The commenter raised concerns that by
providing for higher density developments, the Town’s existing residential population
would be adversely impacted as would neighborhood character in the surrounding areas.
Land use change and its potential to alter neighborhood character will be assessed in the
DGEIS. It is the intent of the Comprehensive Plans recommended zoning changes to
enhance communities and provide for their long-term viability and vibrancy while
persevering the character of residential areas where zoning changes are not
recommended. The DGEIS will include assessment of these issues.

•

Open Space and Historic Resource Protections – The commenter discussed the need for
open space and historic resources assessment and protection with the DGEIS. The
Comprehensive Plan has several policies that address enhancement in these areas and
the DGEIS will analyze those policies, and land use change could impact existing
resources. If the potential for significant adverse impacts to resources are identified,
mitigation measures will be proposed.

•

Air, Noise and Traffic: The commenter noted the need to assess potential air quality, noise
and traffic impacts with the DGEIS. The potential for air quality and noise level changes
will be qualitatively discussed. Quantitative traffic analysis will be conducted for specific
intersections Further, potential issues including improvements for pedestrians and safety
will also be addressed. Should potential impacts be identified, the DGEIS may propose
mitigation including the requirement for further environmental assessment of these topics
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as discreet projects recommended by or related to the Comprehensive Plan are
implemented.
A Comprehensive Plan is a document that has as its purpose: “the control of land uses for the benefit of
the whole community” (NY Town Law §272-a). The Town’s last Comprehensive Plan was adopted in
1957 and is over 602 years old. The 2020 Comprehensive Plan is intended to help shape the physical,
social, environmental and economic future of the Town and provide a framework for preserving the
Town’s character, ensuring its diversity, supporting investment, and promoting desired changes. The
policies that comprise the Comprehensive Plan are anticipated to guide the development of the Town for
the next 20-30 years. These polices and their implementation, where applicable, will be the subject of the
DGEIS.

2.0

PURPOSE AND NEED

The Town of Smithtown is comprised of six communities: Kings Park, Smithtown, St. James, Nesconset,
Hauppauge, and Commack. The Comprehensive Plan serves as a comprehensive approach to planning
issues and considers many factors impacting the Town of Smithtown’s needs. The Comprehensive Plan
addresses only the unincorporated parts of these communities and not land within the three incorporated
villages: Village of the Branch; Village of Nissequogue; and, Village of Head-of-the-Harbor.
The Comprehensive Plan guides planning and decision making for the important aspects of a high quality
of life - appropriate land use; quality transportation infrastructure for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users,
and motorists; preservation of the Town’s past and natural resources while balancing modern building
trends; quality parks and open spaces as well as community facilities including schools, parks,
emergency services and others; and economic growth in commercial areas. This Comprehensive Plan
addresses these topics as it seeks to build on the community’s assets, identifying strategies to address
ongoing issues and opportunities, while positioning the Town of Smithtown as a desirable place to live,
work, and visit for the next 10 years and beyond. Further, the new Comprehensive Plan gives the
community the legal basis for control over future development, as well as land use planning policy and
serves as the basis for the Zoning Ordinance.
The 1957 Comprehensive Plan no longer reflects the challenges and opportunities the Town of
Smithtown faces today or will in the future. Changes to demographics, development trends, technology,
laws, and many other factors have affected how people live, work, travel, and play in the community. As
a result, this document serves as a new Plan that reflects these new realities and plans for the Town’s
future growth and development.
3.0 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goals and objectives of the Comprehensive Plan update are detailed on pages 13-14 in the
Comprehensive Plan report and are briefly summarized below.
1. Preserve and protect the Town’s natural and cultural resources.
2. Preserve and protect the existing residential neighborhoods.
3. Provide a wide range of housing types and densities in a manner that maintains and is compatible
with the predominant existing single-family detached dwelling development pattern.
4. Maintain and enhance the viability of the downtown business districts.
5. Promote the economic vitality of the Town’s industrial and business districts.

2

A 2007 Comprehensive Plan Update was prepared but never adopted.
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6. Provide convenient neighborhood retail options that compliment rather than compete with the
downtown business districts.
7. Provide a safe and efficient transportation system that also encourages mobility by all modes.
8. Ensure the provision of adequate public facilities and services at appropriate locations in order to
serve the needs of the community conveniently, efficiently, and economically.
9. Promote the conservation of energy and sustainability principles.

4.0

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

In the development of the Comprehensive Plan, the Town has embraced the goals and objectives set
forth in Section 3.0 above and the Plan thus contains a series of recommendations at the end of each
section (Land Use Plan, Community Facilities Plan, and Sustainability’s Plan) that the Town intends to
pursue in order to achieve these goals.
As part of these recommendations, the Town has also devoted considerable attention to how specific
policies of the Plan might be implemented through zoning changes. These zoning changes are expected
to be adopted in phases after the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan. Developments inspired by these
zoning changes are expected to shape redevelopment in the Town over the next 20-30 years into the
future as developers, landowners and business owners pursue the new opportunities for investment they
allow.
In order to analyze how these development related changes may impact the Town’s environment, the
DGEIS will include identification of a conceptual “build out scenario” which will be the basis for analysis of
potential zoning changes throughout the DGEIS. The Build Out Scenario will present a conceptual
estimate of the potential mix of residential units and commercial/ industrial gross floor area expected to be
developed in the Future with the Proposed Action. While this view of the future will be only a projection of
what could occur, these estimates will facilitate reasonably conservative and meaningful analyses of how
changes in cumulative development could impact the Town’s environment and appropriate measures to
mitigate such.
An overview of areas where the Comprehensive Plan polices are likely to result in zoning changes is
provided below and more detail on them is presented in the referenced section of the Comprehensive
Plan Report. Figure 1 shows the recommended future zoning Town-wide.
Kings Park (See Kings Park Community Plan for greater detail)
•

•
•

Raleigh Farm/Gesuale area
o Rezone the area west of Lawrence Road south of NYS DEC Kings Park Unique Area to
allow for medium-density residential in the form of a cluster development that helps to
preserve the wooded area in the northern section of this area. Consider allowing multifamily development at this location if it would provide a public benefit and would not
create significant adverse environmental impacts as determined via a project-specific
Environmental Impact Statement.
Kings Park downtown area3
o Amend zoning ordinance to allow for transit-oriented and mixed-use development in the
Kings Park downtown area to improve the economic vitality of the area.
Old Northport Road corridor

3 The redevelopment of the Kings Park Downtown is subject to a separate but related planning and EIS effort. Detailed analyses of
those rezoning actions will be set forth in those documents.
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“Right-zone” two split zoned tax lots on the south side of the LIRR (approximately 11.5
acres) west of the Sunken Meadow State Parkway that are currently used for heavy
industrial uses to Heavy Industry (HI) zoning.
o Rezone portions of the corridor to Community Facilities (CF) zoning.
o Allow transfer stations, excluding municipal solid waste transfer stations, in the HI zone
potentially via a Town Board Special Exception permit.
Consider allowing low intensity commercial uses on the north side of NYS Rte. 25A, between
Birch Road (paper street) and Cedar Road in Kings Park.
“Right-zone” Meadow Road East directly east of the Kings Park downtown rezoning boundary to
Professional Business (PB) zoning.
Coordinate with the Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation (OPRHP) on their
Nissequogue River State Park Master Plan.
o

•
•
•

Smithtown (See Smithtown Community Plan for greater detail)
• Smithtown Downtown area
o Rezone downtown area to Transit Village zoning that promotes transit-oriented
development around the Smithtown train station; boundary of rezoning area should be
consistent with existing CB boundary on the “New York Avenue” site in the southwestern
portion of the Transit Village Area.
o Allow for greater heights and densities that make redevelopment projects more feasible.
• Jericho Tpke.
Rezone certain areas on Jericho Tpke. from WSI to NB to better reflect existing conditions.
St. James (See St. James Community Plan for greater detail)
• Lake Avenue Area
o Create a distinct Lake Avenue District that includes regulations specifically designed for
the community needs and characteristics of downtown St. James.
o Allow for greater heights and densities that promote revitalization of Lake Avenue.
o Encourage transit-oriented development in the vicinity of the St. James train station.
o Expand business zoning to include all land within 200 feet of the western side of Lake
Avenue in order to make the zoning boundary line more consistent and to allow more
efficient use of currently split-zoned parcels. On the eastern side of Lake Avenue, allow
expansion only as part of a larger development plan, and on a case-by-case basis.
Commercial buildings fronting 1st Avenue are not recommended.
o Rezone four tax lots on the south side of Moriches Road east of TD Bank on Lake Ave to
PB instead of R-10.
o Rezone CB-zoned portions of NYS Rt. 25A to NB to better reflect existing conditions.
• Middle Country Road
o Consider allowing uses that are compatible with the Smith Haven Mall to be located on
the land between the intersection of NYS Rtes. 347 & 25 and Alexander Avenue; uses to
consider include commercial development, offices or multi-family uses.
o Related to the Gyrodyne site, the Comprehensive Plan Amendment recommends
allowing uses that support Stony Brook University and hospital, and requires site design
that maintains the character of the historic North Country Road corridor and Mills Pond
Historic District.

Commack (See Commack Community Plan for greater detail)
• Commack Corners
o Expand and rezone areas for either Neighborhood Business (NB) or Shopping Center
Business (SCB) as a “right-zoning” to better reflect existing conditions.
• Crooked Hill Rd.
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Expand Shopping Center Business (SCB) zone to “right-zone” based on existing
conditions and prevent incompatible residential development in the undeveloped area.
Specifically, four NB zoned tax lots that are part of the Vanderbilt Shopping Center
(Vanderbilt Motor Parkway, Commack Road and Crooked Hill Road) should be “rightzoned” SCB.
o Rezone areas to enhance existing uses and prevent incompatible uses from occurring in
the future.
o Along Commack Road south of Crooked Hill Road the land should remain OB, instead of
being rezoned PB.
Jericho Turnpike
o Create new Multifamily (MF) overlay zone to encourage multifamily residential that will
compliment recently approved developments in the area. The underlying zone should
remain WSI-1.
o Differentiate between W. Jericho Turnpike and Middle Country Road as two different
zones, a WSI-1 zone and a WSI-2 zone, the major difference being the permission of
Motor Vehicle Showrooms in the WSI-2 zone whereas Motor Vehicle Showrooms will be
prohibited in the WSI-1 zone while Repair Garage uses will remain permitted. The WSI
zone on W. Jericho Turnpike would be rezoned to the new WSI-1 zone.
o “Right-zone” to Neighborhood Business (NB) zone based on existing uses. The
recommended NB zoning on the north side of W. Jericho Tpke., east of Morewood Drive,
would extend only as far east as it does on the south side of the road .
o

•

Hauppauge (See Hauppauge Community Plan for greater detail)
• NYS Route 111
o Rezone parcels within appropriate area on the eastern side of NYS Route 111 to a
Multifamily (MF) overlay zone to encourage a portion of the area to be redeveloped for
multifamily residential.
o Expand Shopping Center Business to promote more efficient utilization of the area.
• Continue to consider the strategies of implementation of the recommendations of the Hauppauge
Industrial Park Regional Competitiveness and Growth Strategies report.

Nesconset (See Nesconset Community Plan for greater detail)
• Middle Country Road
o Rezone the existing WSI Zone to new WSI-2 zone to encourage vehicle-related
businesses and limited outdoor storage that is aesthetically pleasing.
o Differentiate between W. Jericho Turnpike and Middle Country Road as two different
zones, a WSI-1 zone and a WSI-2 zone, the major difference being the permission of
Motor Vehicle Showrooms in the WSI-2 zone whereas Motor Vehicle Showrooms will be
prohibited in the WSI-1 zone. The WSI zone on Middle County Road would be rezoned
to the new WSI-2 zone.
o Expand Neighborhood Business (NB) zone.
• Smithtown Boulevard
o Create a new Nesconset Core (NC) zone that helps to create a distinct business district
for Nesconset residents.
• Smithtown By-Pass/Terry Road
o Rezone the portion of the Smithtown Bypass corridor between Terry Road and Southern
Boulevard to the Commercial Corridor (CC) zone.
o Reclaim areas outside of the CC zone as residential.
The Comprehensive Plan also recommends implementation of the following Town-wide zoning
recommendations:
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Permit a wider range of non-industrial uses in light industrial zones including indoor recreational
facilities, pet care establishments, breweries or distilleries, and artisan industrial space or artists'
studios.
Amend the Table of Use Regulations to regulate "religious facilities" rather than "churches or
other similar places of worship". "Convent or monastery" should be regulated as a permitted
accessory use to "religious facilities" and as a permitted use in single-family residential zoning
districts.
Create a new zoning district called the Park (P) zone.
Create a Commercial Corridor zone intended to support limited commercial development along
auto-oriented commercial corridors.
Discontinue use of the CB zone Town-wide to promote the creation of zoning districts tailored to
the need of the individual hamlet downtown areas.

POTENTIAL SIGNIFICANT ADVERSE IMPACTS

The Positive Declaration adopted by the Town Board acting as SEQRA Lead Agency indicates the
Proposed Action could result in potentially significant adverse impacts once implemented and the DGEIS
will focus on these issues which include the following:
•

Adoption of the Comprehensive Plan has the potential to result in substantial changes in the use,
or intensity of use, of lands in the Town of Smithtown.

•

Adoption of the Comprehensive Plan has the potential to result in substantial changes in existing
community or neighborhood character and has the potential to create material conflicts with
current community plans or goals.

•

Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan have the potential to
result in the encouraging or attracting of a large number of people to one or more locations in the
Town for more than a few days, compared to the number of people who would come to such
place absent the action.

•

Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan have the potential to
result in the impairment of the character or quality of important aesthetic (i.e. visual) resources.

•

Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan have the potential to
result in substantial increases in the demand for emergency services and infrastructure capacity.

•

Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan have the potential to
result in substantial adverse changes in existing ground or surface water quality or quantity,
resulting from increases in both water supply demands and wastewater generation and, to a
lesser extent, increased need for stormwater management.

•

Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan have the potential to
result in substantial adverse changes in existing traffic volumes and levels of service.

•

Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan have the potential to
result in substantial adverse changes in existing air quality.

•

Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan have the potential to
result in substantial adverse changes in existing noise levels.
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•

Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan have the potential to
result in substantial adverse changes in existing levels of solid waste production.

•

Practicable measures to mitigate or avoid the foregoing potential adverse environmental impacts
must be identified, considered, and subjected to public review.

6.0 DGEIS APPROACH AND OUTLINE
The DGEIS preparation will utilize data collected for the Comprehensive Plan preparation to form the
foundation of the existing conditions assessments and will reference the Comprehensive Plan for detailed
discussions of the policies and programs proposed. In each of the DGEIS analysis chapters, where
potential significant adverse impacts are identified, a mitigation section that includes discussion of
appropriate measures to manage and mitigate the potential impact will be provided.
The DGEIS assessment framework will include examination of existing conditions, Future without the
Proposed Action where relevant, Future with the Proposed Action and mitigation measures where
warranted for technical areas identified in the Positive Declaration. The methodologies presented here
are based on local, state, and federal regulatory requirements and tailored to the policies that comprise
the Comprehensive Plan. This scope anticipates a high level yet comprehensive assessment of the policy
framework and goals that the Comprehensive Plan identifies.
In accordance with 6 NYCRR, Part 617.10(c), the DGEIS will also include identification of conditions or
criteria under which future actions will be undertaken or approved including requirements for subsequent
SEQRA compliance. These conditions and criteria would identify, for example, residential unit yield and
commercial/industrial square footage of developments associated with potential rezoning of particular
areas throughout the Town and potential environmental impacts and mitigation measures associated with
those projections. The DGEIS will also acknowledge and assess where hamlet level changes could
aggregate to result in Town-wide conditions that require discussion and assessment.
Description of the Proposed Action
In the DGEIS, the Description of the Proposed Action section will provide a thorough understanding of the
Proposed Action and include the following content.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction and Background
Description of the SEQRA process
Purpose and Need
Goals and Objectives
Project Description
Potential Build Out Scenario
Permits, Approvals and Coordination

Land Use, Zoning, and Public Policy
Land use, zoning and public policy recommendations in the Comprehensive Plan including existing
conditions and trends will be discussed. The DGEIS will discuss changes in land use patterns and zoning
where they are proposed as part of the Comprehensive Plan process. The Proposed Action policies will
also be assessed for consistency with other local and regional relevant plans, for example the current
(1989) and draft (2019) update for the Town of Smithtown Local Waterfront Revitalization Program
(LWRP) and the Suffolk County Comprehensive Master Plan 2035.
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The Future With the Proposed Action will be assessed through the development of a build out scenario
for the Town based upon land use, zoning, and public policy changes that will result from the adoption of
the Comprehensive Plan recommendations. The relationship of developed parcels to adjacent
undeveloped spaces will be illustrated to show the availability of land for development. The build out
scenario will calculate the potential number of residential units and commercial/ industrial gross floor area
of development in the Future With the Proposed Action for areas where potential future zoning adoption
recommended via Comprehensive Plan policies could trigger development density changes including
downtown areas of Smithtown, Nesconset, St. James, and Kings Park, and for rezoned areas of Kings
Park, Commack, Nesconset and Hauppauge. These conceptual projections will be contrasted with
Future Without the Proposed Action (i.e., under existing zoning.) The DGEIS will then analyze the
incremental difference between these conditions and consider cumulative impacts associated with the
changes. The Town-wide implications of such changes will be generally assessed where applicable (for
example, within the context of community character and traffic studies). The DGEIS will identify projects
that are anticipated to occur in the Future without the Proposed Action consistent with existing
development trends. Known pending major development and zoning applications will be identified (for
example, including but not limited to the Kings Park Downtown Master Plan and the Gyrodyne project).

Community Character
The community character assessment will consider Smithtown’s neighborhoods. Factors that contribute to
neighborhood context such as land uses, densities, street characteristics, traffic patterns, socioeconomic
and other conditions will be described. These characteristics will be discussed for the existing conditions
and how these characteristics could change with the implementation of the Comprehensive Plan polices.
This will include assessment of how the quantified changes in land use, zoning, street characteristics,
traffic and socioeconomic characteristics, work together to result in impacts to the character of the Hamlet
communities and the Town.
Socioeconomics
The DGEIS will review socioeconomic characteristics of the Town of Smithtown including publicly
available population demographics, housing, and economic activity. The DGEIS will analyze how the
Comprehensive Plan policies could change socioeconomic conditions at the Hamlet level where new
demographics, housing types and mixes, and different types of economic activities are anticipated.
Employment benefits and assessments of changes in economic productivity will be provided.
The current fiscal conditions in the Town will be discussed, including a description of the current
municipal expenditures on public services, and tax revenues from different land uses based on property
assessments. Utilizing current trends and conditions, the DGEIS will qualitatively assess what future
socio- economic conditions could be like in the Future without the Proposed Action. The estimated
annual revenues and costs associated with changes to land use under the Proposed Action will be
discussed in this section. Based on the build out scenario, the DGEIS will project real property taxes
accruing to each taxing jurisdiction from the realization of the full build out of the project. This analysis
will employ a “comparables” approach to valuation using assessed values of the existing development
within the Town. The potential municipal (fiscal) costs of the Proposed Action will be projected using a
“proportional valuation” methodology. This is an approach that assigns costs attributable to the share of
the real property value that residential and nonresidential uses add to a community’s real property tax
base; the method assumes that relative real property values represent shares of municipal costs, and is
commonly used for assessment of non-residential product. The municipal cost assessment will be
coordinated with the anticipated outreach to service providers performed as part of the Comprehensive
Plan to determine whether any service providers anticipate the need for major capital investments in the
foreseeable future (e.g. new fire trucks, additions, etc.).
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An input-output modeling system (i.e., IMPLAN) will be used to estimate the direct, indirect, and induced
benefits of the Proposed Action based on the build out scenario and the anticipated number of employees
in the built condition. Using these estimates and estimates of the study area’s current contributions to the
economy, the net change in economic activity as a result of the Proposed Action will be calculated.
Visual Resources
The visual resources assessment will discuss and depict existing urban design characteristics such as
building bulk, height and density, building uses, and streetscape design elements, and changes to these
that could result from the implementation of the Comprehensive Plan. The visual resources assessment
will also include an inventory of scenic and aesthetic resource types consistent with the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation policy “Assessing and Mitigating Visual Impacts” (NYSDEC
2000) within the Town of Smithtown. Visual resources that will be considered include, for example,
important public view corridors, and important natural or built features including cultural resources. The
potential for policies recommended in the Comprehensive Plan to alter, influence, preserve and enhance
the visual character of these areas will be assessed.
For Hamlet areas that are subject to zoning changes that could impact streetscape design elements,
photographic documentation depicting existing conditions will be contrasted with descriptions and
illustrative renderings of future conditions with new developments in place and the changes assessed for
their visual significance. These rendering analyses will be prepared for locations that can be considered
representative of the changes anticipated. Renderings or massing diagrams will be prepared where
changes in the built environment are expected to be most pronounced. The changes will be assessed for
potential significance.
Community Facilities
The DGEIS will review existing community facilities including police, fire, schools, library, emergency
services and parks and recreation and analyze future needs that could be realized with the
implementation of the Comprehensive Plan.
The DGEIS will analyze potential changes in demand on community facilities that could be brought about
by population and commercial/ industrial growth. Consultations with each service provider or qualitative
assessment of facilities will be conducted to review existing demand, future demand without the Proposed
Action and projections of demand with the Proposed Action in place. Information from these
consultations will be collected in an Appendix. Analyses to determine the potential need for new school
seats and consistency of the potential for new densities will be presented.
Cultural Resources
The cultural resources assessment will identify the location and types of historic and cultural resources
including those officially designated by the Town of Smithtown, and the State and National Registers of
Historic Places Programs. Areas identified will include historic districts, buildings, sites, and already
recognized areas of potential archaeological significance. The assessment of the Future with the
Proposed Action will consider the potential impacts to these resources as well as measures to protect or
enhance their character that may be incorporated into the Proposed Action.
Potential impacts on known historic resources in the Town will be evaluated based on anticipated
changes to the context surrounding the resources caused by likely removal or construction of buildings in
the area. Where applicable for areas likely to be redeveloped with known historic resources or districts
present, consultation with the State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation will occur to
ascertain potential impact, and whether mitigative measures will be necessary to protect any given
resource or potentially sensitive areas.
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Water Supply, Sanitary Services, and Stormwater Infrastructure, and Utilities
The DGEIS will identify existing infrastructure and utilities serving the Town and identify where demands
on public water supply, stormwater management, and wastewater collection and treatment could be
expected with the implementation of the Comprehensive Plan. Relevant regulations including for
example the Suffolk County Sanitary Code, New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
and Town of Smithtown stormwater requirements will be reviewed with respect to the types and densities
of development envisioned by the Comprehensive Plan policies. Known plans for infrastructure upgrades
will be identified and areas that could potentially require upgrades resulting from the implementation of
the Comprehensive Plan will be generically discussed.
Water Supply
Demand estimates for the Future without the Proposed Action and Future with the Proposed Action will
be prepared. Consultations with each water service provider will be conducted to review demand
estimates in the Future with and Without the Proposed Action. Identification of areas that likely require
infrastructure upgrades will be presented.
Sanitary Disposal and Sewer Infrastructure
The existing system for sanitary sewage treatment will be discussed in terms of current operating
characteristics and capacity. Current sanitary flow levels will be determined, as well as existing permits
and capacity issues related to the systems utilized by the Town for sanitary sewage disposal as
applicable.
The Future without the Proposed Action will be assessed; this will include discussion of areas where
density restrictions could be an impediment to future development. Demand estimates for the Future
without the Proposed Action and Future with the Proposed Action will be prepared. For each area where
zoning may change and density may increase, the DGEIS will assess the compatibility of proposed
development density with applicable regulations and discuss if recommendations for constructing sewers
in order to support the Proposed Action is warranted.
Utilities
Consultations with utility providers including PSEG Long Island, National Grid and Verizon will be
conducted to assess potential implications of the Proposed Action on those services. This information will
be summarized in the DGEIS and correspondence with utilities presented in an Appendix.
Natural Resources
Utilizing publicly available Geographic Information System (GIS) data from sources such as the New York
State GIS Clearinghouse, Suffolk County and the Town of Smithtown, the DGEIS will include mapping
relevant natural resource characteristics including general information on land including soil, geology, and
topography, water resources including surface water, wetlands, and groundwater and wildlife and
vegetation. These features will be discussed within the context of the potential for the Proposed Action to
alter, protect, enhance or otherwise influence the condition of these resources within the Town of
Smithtown. The Comprehensive Plan policies are not expected to directly alter development policies
protecting existing natural resources nor present the potential for significant adverse impacts directly to
natural resources, and therefore this assessment is expected to be focus on characterization of the
Town’s natural resource context and resources through mapping and description.
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Transportation
The DGEIS transportation assessment will utilize traffic data and trip generation included in the special
Transportation Plan. Town-wide qualitative assessments and recommendations and quantitative
assessments of conservative background and Proposed Action generated traffic growth along key
roadways will be calculated for all hamlets. These will rely on available daily traffic volumes, and
additional traffic growth due to the Proposed Action will be added to these segments. The potential for
significant adverse traffic impacts along these key roadways will be identified as a function of daily traffic
volume growth, and representative traffic mitigation will be recommended, if applicable. The basis for
these assessments will be formed by quantitative analysis of traffic conditions at up to four key
intersections during the weekday AM, weekday PM and Saturday peak hour periods. These intersections
have been chosen by the Town in consultation with the consulting team during the DGEIS process. The
purpose of the assessment will be to determine the potential for the Comprehensive Plan actions to have
significant adverse impacts on transportation. The intersections are: Main Street (NYS Rte 25) & NYS
Rte 111; Indian Head Road & Old Northport Road; Smithtown Blvd & Nichols Road and Jericho Tpke &
Indian Head Road/Harned Road. To account for differences in traffic volumes due to the COVID-19
pandemic, the collected data will be compared with historical traffic count data available near the study
area intersections. Guidance provided by NYSDOT regarding data collection during the COVID-19
pandemic and appropriate correction factors will be followed.
Representative traffic mitigation will be recommended, as applicable, if the potential for significant
adverse impacts is identified. It is anticipated that the Comprehensive Plan will recommend policies and
improvements to transportation systems that avoids the potential for significant adverse transportation
impacts. In addition, pedestrian, transit, and safety will be assessed.
Parking
Parking content within the DGEIS will focus on the recommendations of the Special Parking Plan with
emphasis on practices to “right size” the amount of parking for new development and to effectively utilize
and manage existing parking assets to ensure adequate parking to support land uses and
Comprehensive Plan goals.
Air and Noise
The consistency of the Comprehensive Plan with air quality and noise conditions and regulations will be
generally assessed. At this time, the DGEIS is not anticipated to include quantitative noise and air quality
analyses. However, if the results of transportation analyses warrant more detailed review of these
conditions, mobile source air quality and noise screening may be performed. Anticipated changes in
noise conditions as a result of new or proposed developments under the build out in the Future without
the Proposed Action will be generally described.
Green House Gas (GHG) and Energy
The DGEIS qualitative discussions around Green House Gas (GHG) and energy usage are expected to
focus on discussing key principles of the Sustainability Plan addressing potential initiatives such as
reducing energy consumption, increasing the use of renewable energy in Town facilities and increasing
prevalence of non-automobile modes of transportation in the Town of Smithtown.
Public Health
The DGEIS will provide discussion on sites within the Town of Smithtown that are part of the New York
State and Federal special clean-up programs, such as the Brownfield or Superfund Programs, if
warranted based on the development policies contained within the Plan.
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Solid Waste and Sanitation
Consistency with the Town’s solid waste management plan related to increased residential, commercial
and industrial densities will be assessed and estimates of increased solid waste may be aggregated
based on these prospective changes.
Climate Change
The Proposed Action policies are expected to be largely consistent with the policies set forth in the Town
of Smithtown draft 2019 Local Waterfront Revitalization Plan (LWRP) Update; the LWRP analysis will be
the basis for the assessment of the Proposed Action.
Unavoidable Adverse Impacts
This section of the DGEIS will discuss adverse environmental impacts that cannot be avoided or
adequately mitigated if the Proposed Action is implemented.
Irretrievable and Irreversible Commitment of Environmental Resources
This section of the DGEIS will discuss any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of environmental
resources that would be associated with the implementation of the Proposed Action.
Growth-Inducing Aspects and Cumulative Impacts
This section of the DGEIS will discuss the potential for growth inducing impacts to occur as a
result of the Proposed Action. Growth related to potential zoning changes that would be facilitated as a
result of the adoption of the Proposed Action would be discussed throughout the DGEIS. This section will
also include discussion of the potential for cumulative impacts with projects in the Town not directly
associated with the Comprehensive Plan adoption that might impact similar environmental resources.

Alternatives
6 NYCRR Part 617 requires review of alternatives to a Proposed Action including the “No Action”
alternative be included in an EIS. This section of the DGEIS will include a discussion of potential
outcomes associated with the Town choosing not to pursue the Comprehensive Plan update.
Appendices
Technical reports, data and agency correspondence as applicable will be collected into appendices and
provided with the DGEIS.
7.0 EXTENT AND QUALITY OF INFORMATION NEEDED FOR THE PREPARER TO ADEQUATELY
ADDRESS EACH IMPACT
Consistent with 6 NYCRR Part 617.8 (e)(3), each draft scope of work must include a section that outlines
the extent and quality of information needed to adequately prepare the DGEIS, including identification of
relevant existing information, required new information, and the required methodologies for obtaining new
information. Following is a preliminary listing of data sources and tools to be utilized to adequately assess
DGEIS sections. It is anticipated that this list will continue to expand as the preparation of the DGEIS
continues.
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Land Use, Zoning, and Public Policy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Town of Smithtown 2020 Comprehensive Plan
Town of Smithtown 2015 Draft Comprehensive Plan Update
Town of Smithtown 2019 Draft LWRP
Hauppauge Industrial Park Regional Competitiveness and Growth Strategies
St. James Visioning Study
Town of Smithtown zoning map
Land use and zoning ordinances
Kings Park Downtown Revitalization Master Plan
Suffolk County Comprehensive Master Plan 2035
Kings Park Downtown Market Analysis and Action Plan (2018)

Community Character
•
•

Land Use Data from Suffolk County, NY (2016)
Comprehensive Plan Public Survey responses and comments obtained at community workshops

Socioeconomics
•
•
•
•
•
•

United States Census Data
IMPLAN – economic modelling program inputs
Current Town Budget
Proposed Town Budget for the next fiscal year
Existing tax assessment data for in-town properties that are comparable to new proposed
development
Build-out analysis

Visual Resources
•
•
•

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) policy “Assessing and
Mitigating Visual Impacts” (NYSDEC 2000)
Site and area inspections and photographs
NYS Cultural Resource Information System

Community Facilities
•
•

Town of Smithtown, County, State and Federal Parkland mapping inventories
Community facilities identification of all services providers; communications with existing
o Schools
o Police;
o Fire;
o Emergency Services and;
o Libraries Facilities

Cultural Resources
•
•

Site and area inspections and photographs
NYS Cultural Resource Information System
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NYS Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) archaeological site inventory
Town of Smithtown Historic Sites Inventory

Water Supply, Sanitary Services, and Stormwater and Utilities
Water Supply
•
•
•

Existing water district mapping and infrastructure
Future plans for water infrastructure upgrades
Coordination with existing water supply districts and Suffolk County Water Authority networks

Sanitary Services
•
•
•
•

Smithtown and Kings Park Sewering Feasibility Study
Applicable regulations including Suffolk County Sanitary Code Article 6 and Article 19 (Innovative
and Alternative Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems -I/A OWTS)
Coordination with existing sewer districts serving the Town and Suffolk County Department of
Health Services Office of Wastewater Management
Suffolk County 2020 Sub watersheds Wastewater Plan

Stormwater Management
•
•
•
•

NYSDEC Stormwater Management Design Manual and Standards and Specifications for Erosion
and Sediment Control
MS4 SMWP
Town Code for Stormwater Management and Erosion and Sediment Control (Chapter 151)
Relevant local and County regulations

Utilities
•

Consultations with utility providers including PSEG Long Island, National Grid and Verizon

Natural Resources
•

Publicly available Geographic Information System (GIS) data from United States Geological
Survey (USGS), New York State GIS Clearinghouse, Suffolk County and the Town of Smithtown,
information on soil, geology, and topography, water resources including surface water, wetlands,
groundwater, wildlife and vegetation including for example, the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation Environmental Resource Mapper, and the New York Nature
Explorer where warranted.

Transportation
•
•

New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) and Suffolk County Department of
Public Works traffic volume and signal timing data
Recent relevant traffic analysis and studies including BJ’s Commack Plaza Traffic Impact Study
(2020) and Kings Park (2020)
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•

Traffic count data at representative intersections including:
o Main Street (NYS Rte 25) & NYS Rte 111
o Indian Head Road & Old Northport Road
o Smithtown Blvd & Nichols Road
o Jericho Tpke & Indian Head Road/Harned Road
Parking
•

Parking Strategies and Best Practices for TOD in Smithtown

Air and Noise
Air
•
•

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
Relevant local and state regulations

Noise
•
•

NYSDEC Program Policy Assessing and Mitigating Noise Impacts
Local noise ordinances

Green House Gas (GHG) and Energy
•

NYSDEC Assessing Energy Use and Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Environmental Impact
Statements

Public Health
•
•

Build-out analysis (specifically, assessment of new development proposed in former industrial
areas if applicable)
NYSDEC Brownfields Data, Environmental Remediations Database

Solid Waste and Sanitation
•

Town of Smithtown Solid Waste Management Plan

Climate Change
•
•

NYSDEC SEQRA Handbook
Town of Smithtown LWRP
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APPENDIX A
Public Comments

Final Scope

HEAD OF THE HARBOR
Neighborhood Preservation Coalition
Saint James, N.Y. 11780
January 22, 2021
David Barnes, RLA, AICP, Environmental Protection Director
Town of Smithtown Department of Environment and Waterways
124 West Main Street
Smithtown, NY 11787
RE: Town of Smithtown 2020 Comprehensive Plan – DGEIS Draft Scope
Dear Mr. Barnes:
I write now to provide the Coalition’s comments and in support of those provided by the Village
of Head of the Harbor on the Draft Scope for the Town of Smithtown 2020 Comprehensive Plan
Draft Generic Environmental Impact Statement (DGEIS). Our comments follow below:
4.0 Description of the Proposed Action (pp. 2-4)
1. The third paragraph under this main heading on page 2 states that the DGEIS will
“…include identification of a conceptual ‘build out scenario’ which will be the basis for
analysis of potential zoning changes throughout the DGEIS.” It is obvious from this
statement that the Comprehensive Plan will analyze the impacts of future development of
current privately-owned vacant or underdeveloped parcels of real property. Under this
scenario, it would be expected that such parcels would be developed over time, perhaps
on the order of years or even decades. As such, future development would occur in
phases and stages. Accordingly, the DGEIS must undertake an analysis of cumulative
impacts as required in Section 617.10(e) of the Generic Environmental Impact Statement
portion of the SEQRA regulations (6 NYCRR Part 617) which states:
“In connection with projects that are to be developed in phases or stages, agencies should address
not only the site specific impacts of the individual project under consideration, but also, in more
general or conceptual terms, the cumulative impacts on the environment and the existing natural
resource base of subsequent phases of a large project or series of projects that may be developed
in the future. In these cases, this part of the generic IS must discuss the important elements and
constraints present in the natural and cultural environment that may bear on the conditions of any
decision on the immediate project.”
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2. The fourth paragraph under this main heading (again on page 2) notes how the
Comprehensive Plan provides an “overview” of the hamlet areas of Kings Park,
Smithtown, St. James, Commack, Hauppauge and Nesconset, focusing on sections which
are likely to result in zoning changes. However, the Comprehensive Plan and DGEIS
should also undertake and provide an in-depth analysis of the State Route 25A corridor in
St. James from the Woodlawn Avenue/Edgewood Avenue intersection to the Smithtown
Town border with the Town of Brookhaven. This is a unique, visually and culturally
significant area of Smithtown which possesses that last remaining rural character of the
township and therefore should receive its own detailed review to ensure that this
character and its inherent features and resources, including its open space, agricultural
lands, vegetated aesthetic buffers and historic structures and complexes, are not only
preserved under the Comprehensive Plan, but enhanced. Furthermore, such an areaspecific review is warranted for not only the aforementioned reasons but for the unique
transportation and traffic issues faced by this area, particularly due to the constraints
caused by the inherent two-lane nature of this often winding roadway which prevents
substantial future improvement, such as widening.
5.0 Potential Significant Adverse Impacts (pp. 4-5)
1. As defined by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
(NYSDEC) cumulative impacts are those impacts which occur due to the combined
effect of multiple individual impacts. As NYSDEC states in The SEQR Handbook
(Fourth Edition, 2020 prepared by NYSDEC’s Division of Environmental Permits)
“…cumulative impacts occur when multiple actions affect the same resource(s). These impacts
can occur when the incremental or increased impacts of an action, or actions, are added to other
past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions. Cumulative impacts can result from a
single action or from two or more individually minor but collectively significant actions taking
place over time. Cumulative impacts do not have to all be associated with one sponsor or
applicant. They may include indirect or secondary impacts, long-term impacts, and synergistic
effects.”

Therefore, it is notable that the major and significant category of “cumulative
impacts” is conspicuously absent from the listing of impacts on pages 4 to 5 on which
the DGEIS will focus.
As stated above in our comments on Chapter 4, the DGEIS must undertake an
analysis of cumulative impacts as this is required in Section 617.10(e) of the Generic
Environmental Impact Statement portion of the SEQRA regulations (6 NYCRR Part
617). Furthermore, Section 617.9(b)(5)(iii)(a) of the SEQRA regulations states that
all draft environmental impact statements:
“…must include the following elements….reasonably related short-term and long-term impacts,
cumulative impacts and other associated environmental impacts.”

The SEQR Handbook (Fourth Edition, 2020 prepared by the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation’s Division of Environmental Permit
provides more useful information regarding cumulative impacts and is recommended
2

for reference. More specific examples can be found here on Long Island. We have
listed below the URLs for EISs and related documents which contain or discuss
cumulative impact analyses. The first six are in regard to EISs for development
projects in Brookhaven and Southampton Towns. The last document is a technical
memo pertaining to examining groundwater resource cumulative impact analysis for
the Suffolk County Comprehensive Water Resources Management Plan.
•

https://www.brookhavenny.gov/DocumentCenter/View/986/Caithness-LongIsland-Energy-Center-II-Final-Environmental-Impact-Statement-PDF?bidId=

•

https://www.brookhavenny.gov/DocumentCenter/View/972/Middle-IslandSolar-Farm-Draft-Environmental-Impact-Statement-DEIS-PDF?bidId=

•

https://www.brookhavenny.gov/DocumentCenter/View/16345/SupplementalDraft-Environmental-Impact-Statement-SDEIS-to-the-DEIS-for-MountSinai-Village-Center-PDF?bidId=

•

https://www.brookhavenny.gov/DocumentCenter/View/944/DraftEnvironmental-Impact-Statement-Deis-for-Proposed-Wal-Mart-StoreNumber-4587-PDF?bidId=

•

https://www.brookhavenny.gov/DocumentCenter/View/18421/THEMEADOWS-AT-YAPHANK-DGEIS-Main-Text-Volume-I?bidId=

•

http://www.southamptontownny.gov/DocumentCenter/View/1680/DEISMain-Text-Submitted-June-2013?bidId=

•

https://www.brookhavenny.gov/DocumentCenter/View/1421/Future-LandUse-Impacts-Technical-Memorandum-PDF

2. The Potential Significant Adverse Impacts section should provide a detailed, regionspecific analysis for the hamlet of St. James, particularly the State Route 25A corridor
in St. James from the Woodlawn Avenue/Edgewood Avenue intersection to the
Smithtown Town border with the Town of Brookhaven. This analysis should include
the following:
•

Analysis of the potential adverse impacts caused by changes in the use or
intensity of use of lands in St. James, especially the State Route 25A corridor,
and including the parcels containing Gyrodyne/Flowerfield, BB and GG
Farm, Bull Run Farm, Harbor Country Day School, former Wicks Farm and
former Crow Miller Farm.

•

Substantial changes in existing community or neighborhood character,
especially the rural, scenic, historic and agricultural character of the State
Route 25A corridor and its offshoots. Again, focus should be on potential
adverse impacts, specially those that the affect the scenic/aesthetic, cultural
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and rural/bucolic character associated with, but not limited to,
Gyrodyne/Flowerfield, BB and GG Farm, Bull Run Farm, former Wicks
Farm, former Crow Miller Farm, Harbor Country Day School, Mills Pond
House, Timothy Mills House, Timothy House, St. James Episcopal Church,
St. James Fire House, Sts. Phillips and James Church, St. James General Store
and Deepwells.
•

•

Land use changes that have the potential to result in the encouraging or
attracting of a large number of people to one or more locations in the Town
for more than a few days, compared to the number of people who would come
to such place absent the action including the Gyrodyne and Bull Run Farms
sites and other sites noted above.
Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan
have the potential to result in the impairment of the character or quality of
important aesthetic (i.e. visual) resources, in particularly the visual character
of the vegetated buffers located along State Route 25A and the sites listed
above, including, but not limited to Gyrodyne/Flowerfield, BB and GG Farm,
Bull Run Farm, former Wicks Farm, former Crow Miller Farm, Mills Pond
House, Timothy Mills House, Timothy House, Harbor Country Day School,
St. James Episcopal Church, St. James Fire House, Sts. Phillips and James
Church, St. James General Store and Deepwells.

•

Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan
have the potential to result in substantial increases in the demand for
emergency services and infrastructure capacity, in particular
Gyrodyne/Flowerfield and Bull Run Farm.

•

Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan
have the potential to result in substantial adverse changes in existing ground
or surface water quality or quantity, resulting from increases in both water
supply demands and wastewater generation and, to a lesser extent, increased
need for stormwater management, in particular impacts associated with
Gyrodyne/Flowerfield and Bull Run Farm.

•

Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan
have the potential to result in substantial adverse changes in existing traffic
volumes and levels of service. In particular, the DGEIS should examine the
potential adverse traffic and transportation impacts along the State Route 25A
corridor. State Route 25A is a relatively narrow, two-lane road which has
sections that wind a great deal, experience significant elevational changes and
have limited sight distances. As a result, and in order to maintain public
safety, this roadway, from the Woodlawn Avenue/Edgewood Avenue
intersection to the border with Town of Brookhaven, has very low speed
limits ranging from a high of 40 to a low of 25 miles per hour. Substantial
future improvements to this roadway are limited at best due to its existing
narrow right-of-way and quantity of existing developed road frontage.
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Furthermore, substantial future improvement are further constrained by the
existing bucolic, historic, cultural and scenic nature of this corridor as all of
these important resources would be adversely impacted were any substantial
improvements, such as road widening, were ever to be contemplated.
This impact analysis must also account for the significant effects of left-turn
movements caused by this Plan along this corridor (which can delay and
backup traffic substantially), school-related traffic and seasonal traffic (such
as that associated with fall festivals and Halloween) and development and
activities occurring on the Brookhaven side, especially that associated with
SUNY Stony Brook (e.g. football and soccer games, future development of
the campus. Traffic counts should be taken during spring and fall am and pm
peak weekday periods when schools are in session and seasonal weekend
periods. Finally, traffic analyses should also account for the effects of Covid19 on depressing current traffic volumes and inducing more remote work and
school activities and should consider a multiplier that considers future traffic
levels when the pandemic ends and the situation achieves a greater degree of
normalcy.
6.0 DGEIS Approach and Outline (pp. 5-10)
1. The second paragraph of the “Land Use, Zoning and Public Policy” portion of this
chapter, on page 6, again notes how the DGEIS will be undertaking and analyzing a
“build out scenario” for the town. Again, as stated earlier, the DGEIS must undertake
an analysis of cumulative impacts as is required in the SEQRA regulations.
2. The second paragraph of the Land Use portion on page 6 also discusses the hamletspecific analyses that will be undertaken. As stated above, this analysis should also
provide a focus on the State Route 25A corridor from the Woodlawn
Avenue/Edgewood Avenue intersection to the Brookhaven Town border to ensure the
factors unique to this area of Smithtown – including its significant scenic, historic and
rural character – are not only preserved under the Comprehensive Plan, but enhanced.
3. The Community Character assessment discussed on page 6 must also focus its
environmental impact assessment on the State Route 25A corridor from the
Woodlawn Avenue/Edgewood Avenue intersection to the Brookhaven Town border
to ensure the factors unique to this area of Smithtown – including its significant
scenic, historic and rural character – are not only preserved under the Comprehensive
Plan, but enhanced. Specific sites and resources which should be accounted for
include, but are not limited to, Gyrodyne/Flowerfield, BB and GG Farm, Bull Run
Farm, former Wicks Farm, former Crow Miller Farm, Harbor Country Day School,
Mills Pond House, Timothy Mills House, Timothy House, St. James Episcopal
Church, St. James Fire House, Sts. Phillips and James Church, St. James General
Store and Deepwells.
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4. The Community Facilities section discussed on pages 7-8 notes how the DGEIS will
review existing community facilities, including parks and recreation, and will analyze
future needs. This section should include recommendations for future open space
acquisition and preservation, particularly in the hamlet of St. James and especially in
along the State Route 25A corridor. The analysis should include recommendations
for both outright fee acquisition and acquisition of development rights on agricultural
properties, including Gyrodyne/Flowerfield, BB and GG Farm, Bull Run Farm,
former Wicks Farm, former Crow Miller Farm, Harbor Country Day School and
private, vacant and underdeveloped parcels near the Mills Pond House, Timothy
Mills House, Timothy House, St. James Episcopal Church, St. James Fire House, Sts.
Phillips and James Church, St. James General Store and Deepwells.

5. The Cultural Resource section discussed on page 8 should account for historic
structures in St. James, including those associated with Gyrodyne/Flowerfield, former
Wicks Farm, former Crow Miller Farm and Harbor Country Day School. In addition,
it should account for existing historic structures, not just those which are listed on the
State and National Registers of Historic Places or formally recognized by the Town
of Smithtown but also those that do not have such official designation. Sites which
should be accounted for include Mills Pond House, Timothy Mills House, Timothy
House, St. James Episcopal Church, St. James Fire House, Sts. Phillips and James
Church, St. James General Store and Deepwells. The DGEIS should also examine
the potential for the formal designation and preservation of currently unprotected
historic structures, including those which are not officially designated by government.
6. The discussion of Utilities (listed on page 9 of the Draft DGEIS Scope) should
account for the severe damage Smithtown experienced from both Superstorm Sandy
and Tropical Storm Isaias, especially the damage due to the abundance of large,
mature hardwoods along and in proximity to roadway rights-of-way. The mitigation
review in the DGEIS should include an analysis of potential undergrounding of
electrical and telecommunications utilities, particularly along major traffic corridors
including State Route 25A.
7. In the discussion of Natural Resources on page 9 of the Draft DGEIS Scope, the
following comments are provided:
a. It should be noted that NYSDEC’s Environmental Resource Mapper and New
York Nature Explorer, should also be utilized for mapping natural resources.
Endangered, threatened, special concern and rare species of animals and
plants, as well as species listed by NYSDEC on its lists of Species of Greatest
Conservation Need and Species of Potential Conservation Need, should be
accounted for, not just those whose presence have been documented in a
particular location but also those that could potentially be present based on the
occurrence and existence of appropriate habitat.
b. Mitigation for all endangered, threatened, special concern and rare species as
well as species listed by NYSDEC on its lists of Species of Greatest
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Conservation Need and Species of Potential Conservation Need, both present
and potentially occurring, should be provided.
c. Mitigation measures should include delineating, establishing and enhancing
wildlife corridors and greenbelts, including future fee-simple acquisitions and
forming complexes of both private conservation lands and publicly-owned
lands.
d. A discussion of white-tailed deer mitigation and management should be
provided.
8. In the discussion of Transportation on page 9 and as noted above, the DGEIS should
examine the potential adverse traffic and transportation impacts along the State Route
25A corridor in St. James. Previously, it was noted that State Route 25A is a
relatively narrow, winding, two-lane road which has sections that experience
significant elevational changes and have limited sight distances and has very low
speed limits from 40 to 25 miles per hour. Substantial future improvements to this
roadway are limited at best due to its existing narrow right-of-way and quantity of
existing developed road frontage.
Furthermore, substantial future improvements are further constrained by the existing
bucolic, historic, cultural and scenic nature of this corridor as all of these important
resources would be adversely impacted were any substantial improvements, such as
road widening, were ever to be contemplated.
Accordingly, the Transportation section impact analysis must account for the abovereferenced concerns as well as the significant effects of left-turn movements caused
by this Plan along the Route 25A corridor (which can delay and backup traffic
substantially), school-related traffic and seasonal traffic (such as that associated with
fall festivals and Halloween) and development and activities occurring on the
Brookhaven side, especially that associated with SUNY Stony Brook (e.g. football
and soccer games, future development of the campus. Traffic counts should be taken
during spring and fall am and pm peak weekday periods, when schools are in session,
and seasonal weekend periods. Finally, traffic analyses should also account for the
effects of Covid-19 on depressing current traffic volumes and inducing more remote
work and school activities and should consider a multiplier that considers future
traffic levels when the pandemic ends and the situation achieves a greater degree of
normalcy.
9. A separate and thorough Cumulative Impacts section must be provided.
8.0 Extent and Quality of Information Needed for the Preparer to Adequately Address
Each Impact (pp. 11-13)
1. The last chapter number listed was 6.0 so this should be corrected to number 7.0
(unless a section is missing).
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2. Under the Cultural Resources section on page 12, it is also recommended that the
State and National Registers of Historic Places be utilized along with any available
records of Preservation Long Island (formerly known as the Society for the
Preservation of Long Island Antiquities), the Smithtown Historical Society and the
Suffolk County Historical Society.
3. Under the Natural Resources section on page 12, NYSDEC’s Environmental
Resource Mapper and New York Nature Explorer, should also be utilized for
mapping natural resources.
4. Under the Transportation section on page 13, traffic count data should also be
obtained for the Edgewood Avenue intersection with State Route 25A, the Woodlawn
Avenue intersection with State Route 25A, the Moriches Road and Lake Avenue
intersections with State Route 25A and the Mills Pond Road intersection with State
Route 25A. All of this data should then be utilized in the DGEIS and Comprehensive
Plan.
The Coalition commends the Town for undertaking this long overdue process and looks forward
to working with the Town to ensure the detailed review of potential impacts required under
SEQRA, and to advancing the changes necessary to make sure the Draft Plan meets its intended
purpose of protecting the character of the community. Thank you for the opportunity to
comment.
Sincerely,

JAMES F. SCULLY
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Barnes (DEW)
Constance M. Vavilis; Allyson Murray (Planning)
FW: Online Form Submittal: Scope Comments
Friday, January 22, 2021 2:38:26 PM

**This e-mail is from outside H2M architects + engineers. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.**

See scope comments below

From: Laura Obrien (DEW)
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 2:35 PM
To: David Barnes (DEW) <DBarnes@smithtownny.gov>; Howard Barton III (DEW)
<hbarton@smithtownny.gov>; Stephanie Hurd (DEW) <Shurd@smithtownny.gov>
Subject: FW: Online Form Submittal: Contact Us

From: noreply@civicplus.com [mailto:noreply@civicplus.com]
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 2:25 PM
To: DEW <DEW@tosgov.com>
Subject: Online Form Submittal: Contact Us
ATTENTION: External Email: Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails. NEVER give out your User ID or Password: Town of Smithtown IT

Contact Us
Choose the department
you would like to contact:

Environment and Waterways

First Name

MARIBETH R.

Last Name

SISKIND

Company Name - If
Applicable

Company Name

Address1

21 Franklin Drive

Address2

Field not completed.

City

Smithtown

State

NY

Zip

11787-2068

Phone Number

631 724 3825

Email Address

mrsiskind1@icloud.com

Question / Comment

Written scoping comments on Town of Smithtown 2020
Comprehensive Plan submitted to Mr. David A. Barnes, Director,
Environment and Waterways:
Developments inspired by the proposed zoning changes will
require upgrades and additions to the necessary supporting
infrastructure [e.g., transportation, water supply, sanitary
services, stormwater infrastructure, and utilities]. Implementation
of the developments must be contingent on the necessary
infrastructure upgrades and additions. Unfortunately, the existing
infrastructure is insufficient to adequately support the existing
business districts and the existing residential communities.
Using the example of transportation, roads must not become
even more clogged by additional vehicle traffic if facilities are
permitted and constructed without the concomitant infrastructure
upgrades and/or additions. (One egregious example of
insufficient existing transportation infrastructure is NYS Rte 25
from NYS Rte 111 to NYS Rte 347, which includes portions of
the Smithtown, St. James, and Nesconset areas.)
Sanitary disposal and sewer infrastructure provide additional
examples of currently deficient infrastructure that will require
upgrades and/or additions to address the needs of the
developments considered in the proposed zoning changes.
Several downtown business districts are currently deficient
regarding sanitary sewage treatment capability; any additional
development will overwhelm an already inadequate system. (The
egregious example here is a sewage pipeline to nowhere for the
St. James business district; the sewage pipeline assumes
availability of a sewage treatment plant at the Gyrodyne site,
whose future is uncertain.)
To summarize, the DGEIS must be explicit in describing the
supporting infrastructure that must be implemented in parallel
with the developments permitted by the proposed zoning
changes.
Maribeth R. Siskind
Barry Siskind
21 Franklin Dr
Smithtown NY 11787-2068

631 724 3825 [home landline]
mrsiskind1@icloud.com

NOTE:
If you would like to receive an email copy of your submission, please check the
box below and enter your email address.

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachment(s), is intended only for
the original addressee(s). Unless otherwise indicated, it may contain information that is
confidential, privileged or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Unintended
transmission shall not constitute a waiver of attorney/client privilege. If you have received this
email in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete this email and destroy any copies.
This email may not be forwarded to any other addressee(s) without prior written consent of the
originator. Any unauthorized use or disclosure of the information contained herein is
prohibited.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachment(s), is intended only for
the original addressee(s). Unless otherwise indicated, it may contain information that is
confidential, privileged or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Unintended
transmission shall not constitute a waiver of attorney/client privilege. If you have received this
email in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete this email and destroy any copies.
This email may not be forwarded to any other addressee(s) without prior written consent of the
originator. Any unauthorized use or disclosure of the information contained herein is
prohibited.

Tuesday,	
  J anuary	
  2 6,	
  2 021	
  at	
  3 :55:23	
  PM	
  Eastern	
  Standard	
  Time

Subject:
Date:
From:
To:

FW:	
  Townline	
  Rd
Thursday,	
  January	
  14,	
  2021	
  at	
  11:25:42	
  AM	
  Eastern	
  Standard	
  Time
Smithtown	
  Planning
Peter	
  Hans	
  (Planning),	
  Allyson	
  Murray	
  (Planning)

-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐Original	
  Message-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐
From:	
  Kelly	
  Hofer	
  [mailto:pbrschool@aol.com]
Sent:	
  Thursday,	
  January	
  14,	
  2021	
  10:37	
  AM
To:	
  Smithtown	
  Planning	
  <smithtownplanning@smithtownny.gov>
Subject:	
  Townline	
  Rd
ATTENTION:	
  External	
  Email:	
  Do	
  not	
  open	
  a[achments	
  or	
  click	
  on	
  links	
  from	
  unknown	
  senders	
  or	
  unexpected
emails.	
  NEVER	
  give	
  out	
  your	
  User	
  ID	
  or	
  Password:	
  Town	
  of	
  Smithtown	
  IT
To	
  the	
  Smithtown	
  Planning	
  Board:
As	
  a	
  resident	
  and	
  a	
  parent	
  of	
  three	
  children	
  a[ending	
  the	
  Commack	
  School	
  District	
  I	
  am	
  not	
  in	
  favor	
  of	
  opening	
  up
Townline	
  Rd	
  to	
  addiaonal	
  traﬃc.
There	
  are,	
  of	
  course,	
  the	
  many	
  obvious	
  reasons	
  which	
  others	
  have	
  brought	
  up	
  however,	
  there	
  have	
  been
numerous	
  ames	
  where	
  our	
  lives	
  have	
  been	
  at	
  risk	
  on	
  that	
  road.	
  One	
  paracular	
  incident	
  involved	
  a	
  truck	
  who	
  was
traveling	
  into	
  oncoming	
  traﬃc	
  directly	
  at	
  my	
  vehicle.	
  He	
  was	
  looking	
  down	
  while	
  driving	
  (the	
  truck	
  had	
  a	
  full
window	
  in	
  the	
  front),	
  I	
  had	
  to	
  pull	
  over	
  almost	
  onto	
  a	
  lawn	
  and	
  beep	
  like	
  crazy	
  to	
  get	
  his	
  a[enaon.	
  At	
  the	
  last
minute	
  he	
  veered	
  back	
  into	
  his	
  lane	
  but	
  I	
  always	
  wondered	
  if	
  he	
  hadn’t	
  heard	
  me	
  beep	
  what	
  would	
  have	
  occurred.
Two	
  of	
  my	
  children	
  were	
  in	
  the	
  car	
  at	
  the	
  ame	
  of	
  the	
  incident	
  and	
  it	
  lee	
  me	
  very	
  shaken	
  to	
  think	
  how	
  our	
  lives
could	
  have	
  changed.
My	
  suggesaon	
  to	
  alleviate	
  traﬃc	
  and	
  beneﬁt	
  all	
  paraes	
  would	
  be	
  to	
  redirect	
  the	
  route	
  to	
  the	
  Sunken	
  Meadow
parkway.	
  Trucks	
  would	
  be	
  able	
  to	
  enter	
  from	
  Jericho	
  Tpke	
  and	
  exit	
  on	
  Pulaski	
  rd	
  where	
  most	
  of	
  them	
  travel
anyway.
This	
  would	
  circumvent	
  a	
  number	
  of	
  troubles.	
  Yes,	
  it	
  may	
  cost	
  more	
  to	
  zone	
  that	
  area	
  in	
  the	
  short	
  term	
  and	
  update
bridges	
  however,	
  in	
  the	
  long	
  run	
  would	
  are	
  the	
  most	
  sense	
  for	
  all.	
  	
  I	
  assure	
  you	
  the	
  truck	
  drivers	
  would	
  prefer	
  to
avoid	
  school	
  crossings,	
  traﬃc	
  backups,	
  traﬃc	
  lights	
  and	
  local	
  road	
  speed	
  restricaons	
  as	
  well.
I	
  appreciate	
  your	
  consideraaon	
  to	
  this	
  alternaave	
  method.	
  	
  Don’t	
  forget	
  to	
  ask	
  yourself	
  if	
  you	
  would	
  want	
  this	
  near
your	
  children’s	
  schools.
Kind	
  regards,
Kelly	
  Hofer
CONFIDENTIALITY	
  NOTICE:	
  This	
  email,	
  including	
  any	
  a[achment(s),	
  is	
  intended	
  only	
  for	
  the	
  original	
  addressee(s).
Unless	
  otherwise	
  indicated,	
  it	
  may	
  contain	
  informaaon	
  that	
  is	
  conﬁdenaal,	
  privileged	
  or	
  exempt	
  from	
  disclosure
under	
  applicable	
  law.	
  Unintended	
  transmission	
  shall	
  not	
  consatute	
  a	
  waiver	
  of	
  a[orney/client	
  privilege.	
  If	
  you
have	
  received	
  this	
  email	
  in	
  error,	
  please	
  noafy	
  the	
  sender	
  immediately,	
  delete	
  this	
  email	
  and	
  destroy	
  any	
  copies.
This	
  email	
  may	
  not	
  be	
  forwarded	
  to	
  any	
  other	
  addressee(s)	
  without	
  prior	
  wri[en	
  consent	
  of	
  the	
  originator.	
  Any
unauthorized	
  use	
  or	
  disclosure	
  of	
  the	
  informaaon	
  contained	
  herein	
  is	
  prohibited.
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Town of Smithtown Comprehensive Plan DGEIS

APPENDIX B
Comment Letter

Final Scope

July 9, 2021
Mr. David A. Barnes
Environmental Protection Director
Department of Environment and Waterways
124 West Main Street
Smithtown, New York 11787

RE: Revised Draft Scope for the DGEIS for the Comprehensive Plan dated June 7, 2021 [that was not
posted online at WWW.SMTHTOWNNY.GOV as per Town Board Resolution RES-2021-545 (pp. 13-14) at
Town Board Meeting of June 2, 2021]
Dear Mr. Barnes:
The present Draft Comprehensive Plan put forward by the Town of Smithtown, negates the spirit of NY
Town Law §272-A, re: "The control of land uses for the benefit of the whole community" because it is
emphasizing zoning changes essentially designed to turn ‘Smithtown’, particularly Downtown
Smithtown into ‘Smith City’ negating a major reason people moved to the township in search of green
space, parkland and tree lined streets in neighborhoods where their children would be safe; schools
first-rate; and the crime rate low. These are major motivating factors as to why residents moved to
Smithtown and not Huntington or Port Jefferson where security cameras scan for the next shooter in the
vicinity of Transit Oriented Development near LIRR Stations.
•

The Plan’s call to “Allow for greater heights and densities that make redevelopment projects
more feasible” makes adjacent residential neighborhoods less desirable and lowers residential
property values.
The Revised Draft Scope, p. 4 reads: “Smithtown Downtown area: Rezone downtown area to Transit
Village zoning that promotes transit-oriented development around the Smithtown train station; boundary
of rezoning area should be consistent with existing CB boundary on the “New York Avenue” site in the
southeastern portion of the Transit Village Area./Allow for greater heights and densities that make
redevelopment projects more feasible.”
And, relevant to: Point 12 in the June 2, 2021 Draft Comprehensive Plan Amendment from Director Peter
Hans to Supervisor Edward Wehrheim: “12. The proposed zoning at NY Avenue School should be modified
from TV-Core to the following: a. Area currently zoned CB should be TV-T, not TB-Core as initially
indicated. b. Area currently zoned R-10 should remain R-10, but all development should be clustered into
townhouses or garden apartments to preserve the athletic fields and historic resources. *The plan should
still support the transfer of development rights to this site.”

The Transit Village proposal in downtown Smithtown is of high concern to those of us who do not want
to see another Huntington/Port Jefferson-negative-scenario -- the proven result of Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) on LI’s North Shore. Many of us believe in maximizing extant assets, including, a
potential National Register Historic District in Downtown and an Open Space Preservation Program
applicable to the entire township of Smithtown. The Plan’s emphasis upon a Transit Village (TV),
particularly in Downtown Smithtown puts multiple four-story buildings in the city scape view line of LIRR
commuters, presenting the gateway to Smithtown via rail, as no different from Mineola.
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Surrounding residential areas will be destabilized by decreased property values due to increasing drivethrough vehicular traffic; vehicular parking by persons unknown in residential areas proximate to the
units; increased pedestrian traffic; spillover of inebriated and/or under-the-influence groups looking for
wooded areas to hang out in association with sponsored events. etc.; and nearby citified streetscapes
that will produce more air pollution, noise pollution and light pollution, the latter necessitated for
security purposes. Transit Oriented Development has proven to bring high crime rates, as has occurred
in Huntington Station and Port Jefferson with TOD near transit (railroad/ferry, etc.) hubs. Changes in
guidelines for greater building heights near residential neighborhoods puts potentially long-term
homeowners in an area with less privacy in the immediate vicinity of higher elevation windows.
Transit Oriented Development in the age of COVID is poor planning. Where are the scoping
recommendations for considered amendments to high density building codes vis a vis distance between
entries and patios, exterior access and avoidance of communal hallways, safe air intake and exhaust
ventilation systems, etc.? Where are the COVID parameters to ensure that subdivisions maintain
sufficient distancing of ventilation units between main blocks of buildings, etc.? The word COVID-19
appears once in the entire Draft Comprehensive Plan, regarding less office space required on Main
because of remote office work. Unhealthy hi-density buildings risk the health and welfare of the
surrounding community, on school buses, in stores, etc.
Re: the following SEQRA Classification Reasons supporting the need for the DGEIS as per the Town of
Smithtown’s PUBLIC NOTICE/ SEQRA NOTICE OF DGEIS SCOPING/ DATE: JUNE 8, 2021:
B. Adoption of the Comprehensive Plan has the potential to result in substantial changes in existing
community or neighborhood character and has the potential to create material conflicts . . .
•

PUTTING UNKNOWN SHORT-TERM TRANSIENT RENTERS/CONDO OWNERS AHEAD OF LONGTERM HOMEOWNERS WILL DESTABLIZE THE SURROUNDING RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS.

•

It is the surrounding neighborhoods where rude renters walk their dogs, take their exercise
during pandemics, ring doorbells for door-to-door sales, drive/speed to/from their places of
residence to business and generally benefit from the neighborhood environment they want and
enjoy, but are not directly financially supporting. This causes immediate sales of residential
properties, increased rentals and vacancies.

C. Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan have the potential to result
in the encouraging or attracting of a large number of people to one or more locations in the Town for
more than a few days, compared to the number of people who would come to such place absent the
action.
•

In the COVID-era, hi-density apartments and condominiums group individuals in close quarters;
children in that environment will board school buses with children from neighboring houses and
the high likelihood of cross-infection is increased, thereby reducing the benefit of property
ownership in the area of hi-density housing. It cannot be presumed that vaccination programs
will prevent this; there will be less desire for home ownership in those areas and the property
values will be decreased.
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D. Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan have the potential to result
in the impairment of the character or quality of important aesthetic (i.e., visual):
•

It would appear that the Town of Smithtown’s recent change in the southern border of the
LWRP -- despite community opposition to moving the line from historic Atterbury Drive to
Edgewood Avenue – artificially distances the LWRP from a Transit Village of mid-rise/hi-density
housing, plus – according to the June 2 Amendment/June 7 Revised Scope – more condos
and/or garden apartments at the New York Avenue School property. This has already been
opposed by the community-at-large in 2016-2017. The New York Avenue School is of historic
significance as is the immediate area of Downtown where the proposed units are being sited;
there is no proposal in the Draft for a National Register Historic District in Downtown Smithtown
as I’ve been proposing since 2016.

•

Changes in the LWRP 2021 preceding the hi-density housing Plan of Action in the Draft
Comprehensive Plan have diminished the environmental protection of this area previously
protected in the LWRP. Moreover, within the past two years, the area so removed from the
LWRP, has seen subdivision and the removal of numerous trees, including at least five King-Pine,
minimum one-hundred years old, that required five Town of Smithtown dump trucks lined up,
one per stump, each replaced by a two-gallon potted ‘tree’ from Home Depot. The former LWRP
protected trees had survived into the era of the Town’s withdrawal of the LWRP line.

G. Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan have the potential to result
in substantial adverse changes in existing traffic volumes and levels of service.
•

Increased traffic volume due to a Transit Village in Downtown Smithtown will increase traffic on
side streets in residential neighborhoods, thereby reducing the safety of children living and
playing near and on those streets; and thus, decrease property values.

•

Car ownership by residents of a Transit Village will ultimately require Parking Garages, which will
increase crime, as occurred in the Village of Patchogue near its Parking Garage. Having interned
in Patchogue Village government and shopped in the downtown, I can personally state that I’m
aware of the occurrence that local business owners in Patchogue would personally visit a store
across the street to ensure the owner was okay after someone had just been mugged at 11 a.m.
on Main Street, and the suspect not yet apprehended.

•

In addition to increased traffic in the residential areas of downtown Smithtown near the
proposed Transit Village, homeowners in that area who shop in Hauppauge would find
Increased traffic volume in Hauppauge (NYS Route 111), because the plan proposes to “Rezone
parcels within appropriate area on the eastern side of NYS Route 111 to a Multifamily (MF)
overlay zone to encourage a portion of the area to be redeveloped for multifamily residential.”

•

Added to this potential source of greater traffic in Smithtown/Hauppauge, the proposed action
to “Expand Shopping Center Business (in Hauppauge to “promote more efficient development
of the area” will increase stand-still traffic on Route 111 and Route 347, a common occurrence
since the 1970s and worsening.
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H. Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan have the potential to result
in substantial adverse changes in existing air quality.
•

Increased traffic will bring increased air pollution. Studies have shown there is an increase in
Autism for children living near high transportation routes with higher levels of air pollution. As
these studies gain ground and younger families do not want to live near Main because of an
increased chance of Autism, then there is the potential for increased vacancies in the
condo/apartment housing.

•

If the alternative to couples with children in high-density housing, is thought to be senior
housing, then it should be known that studies have shown increased cases of Alzheimer’s and
dementia have occurred in areas of high transmission wires, which would be the case of any
Transit Village located near what is presently the corner of Redwood and Landing Avenue, and
near the LIRR tracks. This could be a reason why, historically, the area along the LIRR route in
Smithtown has not been developed with residential housing, but primarily with parking,
businesses and office space.

•

Demolition prior to, and construction of, a Transit Village in proximity to residential
neighborhoods will affect air quality and quality of life in the surrounding area for however
many years the construction requires. In the township of Smithtown there is no support for
better air quality at the local government level, which hands it off to New York State. The Town
has a proven track record for allowing potentially dangerous air pollution to occur: (1) during
the demolition of Nassau Suffolk Lumber Yard; and (2) the Town’s demolition of the Garbage
facility across the LIRR tracks from the Planning Department, in which case, uncovered town
trucks were driven through residential neighborhoods with kids playing in the yards. The
demolition of the latter, occurred the day after asbestos-removal-labeled vehicles were at the
site. The site was not watered-down during days of demolition and the town did not respond to
inquiries regarding possible friable asbestos in the dust clouds. This jeopardized the health and
welfare of nearby residents and LIRR train commuters at the Smithtown RR Station, where
parents with children in strollers stood by and watched the demolition. Total disregard for
community welfare during these demolition projects evidences a pattern of the Town’s lack of
concern for local air quality.

•

Incidentally, while the Town conducted the latter removal, town trucks closed Redwood
Avenue for repaving and nearby traffic on Main Street was backed up at a standstill due to a
crowd of people in the east bound lane gathered around the body of a man lying in the road
with his hands folded across his chest-- coffin-style during a summertime rush hour. That was a
horrific sight just west of Town Hall.

I. Land use changes resulting from the adoption of the Comprehensive Plan have the potential to result in
substantial adverse changes in existing noise levels.
•

Condominium development in the Port Jefferson area already has resulted in increased noise on
the downtown Smithtown transportation corridors along Edgewood Avenue and Route 25A, due
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to drag racing vehicles and motorcycles. The same will occur with similar development of a
Transit Village in Smithtown.
Transit Oriented Development is a bad idea in the COVID era. It’s also a bad idea when you can’t safely
deliver mass transit to the south side of Main, a problem that was addressed by me in my 2017 proposal
for a three-part plan for a National Register Historic District centered on the continued educational use
of the New York Avenue School, to support revitalization of Downtown and the building of a pedestrian
bridge across Main Street to deliver mass transit south of Main.
As it stands, the Town’s Draft Comprehensive Plan cites the Town’s 1957 Comprehensive Plan and does
not mention the 2007 Comprehensive Plan Update for the Town of Smithtown, which means it has not
been a full ‘sixty years’ since the last analysis of Smithtown’s Comprehensive Plan, as stated in the Draft.
Moreover, the 2020 Draft omits the multi-paged Appendix F (2007) Historic Sites and Districts List and
replaces it with a limited list and a recommendation for a new Historic Inventory because the present is
out of date. Untrue, poorly done past historic inventories need to be improved and added to, not
replaced. Moreover, according to the Draft, “there is” – but, there is not an Historic Advisory Board, as
there should be according to Town Code, although the Draft Plan often purports that there is such a
Board.
I hope the Town will consider Smithtown as a destination instead of a transit thruway and parking area
for high-density apartment buildings and condominiums. On the whole this new Comprehensive Plan
negates the reasons why the vast majority of current Smithtown residents moved here in the first place.
Sincerely,
Corey Geske
Independent Historian
Corey.Geske@alumni.stonybrook.edu
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